Harvard Summer School course evaluation questions:

1 general Did you find the course intellectually engaging? (1 = not at all; 5 = very engaging)
2 general Usefulness of the website (1 = not at all; 5 = very useful)
3 general Difficulty overall (1 = easy, 5 = very difficult)
4 general Rate the value of sections/labs
5 general OVERALL COURSE RATING (1 = very poor; 5 = outstanding)
6 general Comment on the strengths and weaknesses of this course. How could it be improved?
7 general Would you recommend this course?

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1 general The assigned reading was useful.
2 general How well paced is the course workload? (1 = too slow, 5 = too fast)
3 general Assignments were well chosen and relevant to the material
4 general Assignments and/or problem sets returned promptly
5 general Comments on written work were helpful.
6 general Comment on the reading assignments.
7 general Comment on written assignments and/or problem sets. (Did they help you prepare for the exams or quizzes? Were they manageable?)

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1 instructor Does the instructor give clear/well-structured presentations?
2 instructor Answered questions well in class
3 instructor Encouraged participation
4 instructor Was receptive to answering questions outside class
5 instructor Generated enthusiasm for the subject matter
6 instructor WAS EFFECTIVE OVERALL

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
TA QUESTIONS:
1 tf Had a good understanding of subject matter
2 tf Gave clear, well-structured presentations
3 tf Was able to guide discussions and keep them moving
4 tf Was receptive to answering questions outside class
5 tf WAS EFFECTIVE OVERALL
6 tf Comment on the Instructional Support Staff associated with your course.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
FOR DISTANCE COURSES ONLY:
1 general Please evaluate the distance education program overall (1= terrible, 5=terrific)
2 general Please comment on the distance program.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
FOR THREE-WEEK SHORT COURSES ONLY:
1 general Please comment on your short-session course. Do you think this option should be made available for more courses in the future?
2 general Please comment on how this intensive format could be improved.